
 
   
Genos / PSR-SX / PSR-S / Tyros 5: 
Comparing Expansion Packs „Analog Xperience“ and „Phat Analog“ 
 
The Expansion Pack "Phat Analog" has been available for a long time for Genos / Tyros 5 / PSR. 
Like Analog Xperience, this product is based on sample content. However, the Samples and 
Voices of Analog Xperience were produced completely new. It is not a reissue of Phat Analog, but 
a new, stand-alone product. 
 
Here is a list of the most important differences between the two products: 
 
Multi samples  
The sample content of the Expansion Pack "Phat Analog" is based primarily on the User 
Waveforms of the MOTIF / MONTAGE sound library "Phat Analog". 
The Sample Content of the Expansion Pack "Analog Xperience" is based on the MONTAGE / 
MODX Soundlibrary "Analog Xperience". 
Both packs use different sample content. 
 
Pluck & Sustain Sampling Concept  
At Analog Xperience, EASY SOUNDS 'newly developed sampling concept "Pluck & Sustain" was 
used for the first time, combining Pluck-Elements and Sustain-Elements into an authentic and 
flexibly modifiable sound. This is realized by separate multisamples for the attack phase (attack or 
decay as one shot samples) and the sustain phase (as loop samples). This prevents the sound 
processed in the performances from being too strongly influenced by the properties of the filters 
and envelopes of the hardware synth, and a good deal of authenticity would be lost. An essential 
advantage of this concept is that with limited memory expenditure a multiplicity of authentic sound 
variations can be realized, because from a sampled original sound in each case several Decay 
and Attack variants are available, which can be combined with the same Loop Multisample. 
Without Pluck & Sustain Sampling, Analog Xperience's storage capacity would have been much 
higher for comparable sound potential. 
 
Styles + OTS  
While Phat Analog includes only Voices and Registrations, Analog Xperience features 16 
elaborately produced styles in a variety of musical styles, using the new Expansion Voices 
massively. All styles contain completely new programmed ONE TOUCH settings (OTS 1 - 4). 
Alternatively, the Voice Registrations can be used for the Panel Parts of the Styles. 
 
Expansion Voices  
Although Phat Analog also includes a number of polyphonic synth sounds, the focus is more on 
synth lead voices. 
Analog Xperience is more diverse and in particular also offers many highlights in the categories 
Synthstrings, Synthbrass Pads and Sweeps. 
Analog Xperience contains 128 synth voices and two drum kits, Phat Analog contains 60 voices. 
 
 
Analog Xperience and Phat Analog complement each other perfectly. 
Both expansion packs together provide content of 188 voices and more than 316 MB of high-
quality samples from analogue synthesizers. 
In this combination, it should be interesting to use the excellent lead voices of Phat Analog in the 
RIGHT parts of the Styles. Results can be stored as User Registrations or even as modified One 
Touch Settings (OTS).  


